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Gymnastics apparel

Your own design with or without rhinestones



SPANISH ELEGANCE

GIMAR Gymnastics leotards

Gimar has a limited In Stock stock of sublimated women's leotards. Ideal for small teams or
occasional teams to choose from. We ourselves have added a number of long-sleeved models
to this.

Gimar has (in our experience) the best sublimation quality. Gimar is therefore often chosen by
the women's teams to create their own beautiful sublimation design. Often decorated with
economy rhinestones, for an upgrade you can also opt for AB rhinestones.

Gimar has many example designs in the folder for men, these can of course be made in your
own colors as desired. It is also possible to have your own design made. Gimar men's
gymnastics clothing is available with a small leg, so-called boycut leg or as a "bathing suit"
model. Long gymnastics pants and shorts in your own color are also available.

Minimum first order quantity for own designs is 20 pieces. Smaller numbers are also possible for
a small surcharge. Then to be ordered individually.

The delivery time of special orders and own designs depends on the busy season, on average
6-10 weeks. September through January are the busiest months.

Also view our ACRO folder for the options for ACRO clothing.



PROUD SPONSOR K.N.G.U.

GK Gymnastics leotards

GK has a large In Stock collection of women's and men's gymnastics leotards. Ideal for
small teams or occasional teams to choose from.

Women's teams often opt for a sublimated own design leotard with long sleeves or ¾
sleeves, with or without Spanglez or Rhinestones.

Men's teams often opt for an In Stock model or a sublimated own design. The GK men's
leotards are standard equipped with a small pipe, so-called boycut leg. For men, we
always recommend choosing a model that incorporates a color from the In Stock shorts
and long gymnastics pants.

In our shop we have many samples and blankets with the sublimation colors on it to view.

Minimum first order quantity for special orders is 12 pieces. Then to be ordered
individually.

The delivery time of special orders and own designs depends on the busy season, on
average 6-12 weeks. September through January are the busiest months.



MADE IN GERMANY SINCE 1948

ERVY Gymnastics leotards

ERVY does not have any gymnastics leotards in stock. Only fabrics, patterns and
rhinestones.

All images in the brochures can be ordered in your own colors and provided with more or
less rhinestones.

In the store and online we have included a number of models in our own stock collection.

The ERVY brochures contain many models for both men and women. Prices depend on the
chosen fabric type. For example, glossy polyamide is cheaper than lack shine fabrics.
Men's models are standard the so-called "bathing suit" model.

Due to the sublimation quality of ERVY, we unfortunately do not offer the sublimation
models from ERVY.

All ERVY models can be ordered individually.

The delivery time depends on the busy season, on average 4-8 weeks. September
through January are the busiest months.



FREEDOM TO PERFORM

QUATRO Gymnastics leotards

Quatro has a limited In Stock stock of gymnastics leotards for men and women. This In
Stock stock usually applies = gone. Reordering these models for teams is possible at an
additional cost and with a minimum quantity of 6 pieces.

Quatro also has a wide choice of special order models, your own design is also an option at
Quatro.

Minimum first order quantity for special orders or your own design is 10 pieces, repeat
orders are from 6 pieces.

The delivery time of special orders and own designs depends on the busy season, on
average 8-12 weeks. September through January are the busiest months..



TEAMWEAR

CRAFT - JAKO - ERIMA - CEK

To complete your team outfit, these brands offer a wide choice of tracksuits, t-shirts,
polo shirts, tights and bags in various colors and color combinations.

The new lines can often be re-ordered for 4 years.

The brands strive to have the entire collection in stock. Unfortunately, it can happen
that a model is so popular that it is temporarily unavailable. The delivery time can
then rise to an average of 12 weeks.

We also supply T-shirts, Polos, Sweaters and Bags from other brands such as B&C,
Gilden and Kariban.

We can of course also take care of printing these clothes for you. We offer various
options for this.



Determining the right size

Sizers can of course be ordered from all brands.

For the sizers of gymnastics clothing you pay a small fee for the
washing and replacement costs of the clothing.

We always recommend ordering 1 example model of the chosen
leotard in order to determine the correct size ratio of the sizers and
the selected model. Sometimes the sizers are slightly larger than
the new leotard due to use, for example.

For the sizers of the team clothing, the fitting sizes will be used in
the order to be placed. For a small fee, the sizers can be returned to
the Teamwear brands within a maximum period of 14 days.

How do we work?
STEP 1
Tell us your wishes. Preferred brand, model, colours, type of rhinestone, expected number and last but
not least the budget. Feel free to mail photos that we can pass on as inspiration to the designers of the
brands. The brochures of the different brands can be found on our website: https://cek-
gymnastics.com/pages/online-brochures

STEP 2
Our team specialists will then get to work for you and see if the brand fits within your budget. If this does
not fit, we will look for the most suitable brand for you. If necessary, we ask some questions by e-mail or
telephone to have a clear picture of all wishes. An appointment can also be made at our store. Here we
have everything at hand to show you all the possibilities. Too far away? A video call can also be
scheduled.

STEP 3
After an average of 2 weeks, a drawing and a price follow.

STEP 4
If you approve the drawing, we can (in the case of sublimated models) request a blanket for approval of
the colors. Then, if desired, a sample for a fee will follow. This sample cannot be returned. The blanket
lasts on average 2 weeks and the delivery time of the relevant brand applies to the sample.

STEP 5
If everything is approved, we can start fitting. Sometimes this can be done at the same time as step 4 to
save time.

STEP 6
We receive the sizes and numbers from you and create an order confirmation. You will receive the order
confirmation and as soon as it has been paid, we will order the clothing from the brands.

STEP 7
As soon as we have received the clothing, it will be sent to you or the clothing will be collected by you.

STEP 8
We hope that you are satisfied and that you can participate in great sporting competitions. Team photos
for our social media and website are always welcome. Make sure that everyone in the photo has given
permission.
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